The Thirteen British Colonies
Map Assignment

Fill in the blank map as directed below. Neatness counts!

1. **British Colonies:** Write the names (abbreviations are fine) in the appropriate British colony:

   Connecticut  New Hampshire  Rhode Island
   Delaware     New Jersey     South Carolina
   Georgia      New York       Virginia
   Maryland     North Carolina
   Massachusetts Pennsylvania

2. **Color!** Choose a color scheme to color each British region. For example, color all the New England colonies red, Mid-Atlantic colonies yellow, etc.

   **British Regions:** Historians use these regions to talk about areas in colonial America where colonies shared similar features. There are three regions and two sub-regions within the South.

   - **New England:** NH, MA, CT, RI
   - **Mid-Atlantic:** NY, NJ, DE, PA
   - **South:** MD, VA, NC, SC, GA
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